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Abstract

This paper investigates properties of the second best allocation in a �scal federal
system in which both federal tax and intergovernmental grants are involved and the
taxation is distortionary� We extend the analysis of Boadway and Keen ������ and
Dahlby and Wilson ������ by introducing both imperfect mobility and heterogeneous
regions� In contrast to the outcomes in the existing works� we �nd	 �i� the second
best does not require the equalization of the conventional MCPFs between regions	
�ii� in order to replicate the second best� matching grants based on either the local
tax rates or tax revenues should be introduced to internalize the tax externality	 and
�iii� federal tax policy is redundant once the intergovernmental grants are optimized�
The irrelevancy of the federal tax implies that optimal �scal gap is indeterminate�
Therefore� it will be argued that the standard framework of �scal federal model in the
literature does not provide a rationale for either decentralization or centralization of
the tax system once the federal government is allowed to use su
cient instruments of
inter�regional transfers�
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�� Introduction

There is a large literature on e
ciency aspects in a �scal federal system initiated by
Flatters� Henderson and Mieszkowski ������ In a relatively simple framework� some key
results have been obtained� Boadway and Flatters ������ show that the existence of the
�scal externality arising from individual free mobility leads to an ine
cient allocation of
population among regions	 they also gives an explicit formula of the equalization grants that
internalize this �scal externality� An analogous argument is also made by Stiglitz �����
Atkinson and Stiglitz ������ and Hartwick ������� On the other hand� Myers ������
argues that the �scal federal system can ensure migration e
ciency through voluntary
inter�regional transfers when local authorities are allowed to use such an instrument� Myers
has extended his argument to the urban setting model �Myers and Papageorgiou �������
and the case of heterogeneous individuals �Burbidge and Myers �����a���

Although these works have signi�cant implication for policy making� they are still
in the world of the �rst best� head and rent taxes are assumed to be available so we do
not have to care about the excessive cost associated with local or national tax policies�
Surprisingly� there are few works on the properties of a �scal federal system in the presence
of distortionary tax system� A classical exception is Gordon ������� He analyzes the char�
acteristics of both perfectly coordinated and non�cooperative �scal federal systems� and
identi�es several sources of ine
ciency associated with the non�cooperative circumstance�
Although he uses a relatively general framework� his analysis does not give an explicit for�
mula of federal policy to implement the perfectly coordinated outcome in a decentralized
setting� Nor does his model include individual locational decision making in a consistent
way� Wildasin ������ also consider a general equilibriummodel in the presence of distortive
taxation with mobile and immobile households� Although he examines the welfare e�ect
of marginal change in the grants policy by the central government� his analysis is limited
to comparative statics	 the optimization of intergovernmental grants is not attempted�

When examining the excessive cost associated with distortional local and national
taxes� we should not overlook the signi�cance of tax assignment problem� In some federal
nations including Canada and the United States� major tax bases such as personal and
corporate income tax are shared by federal and provincial�states governments� In this
circumstance� a form of tax externality can arise� which will distort decision making at
each level of government� In a simple partial equilibrium framework� Dahlby ������ shows
that if a local government ignores the e�ect of its tax policy on the central government�s
tax revenue� the MCPF �marginal cost of public fund� is underestimated and there may be
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an excessive supply of local public goods�� An analogous conclusion is derived by Johnson
������� He studies income redistribution policy in a federal system and points out that
when both local and central governments share this task� the former will underestimate the
cost of income redistribution� The former argument is extended to a general equilibrium
model by Dahlby and Wilson ������� They establish that when only e
ciency issue is
concerned� the second best allocation requires the social MCPFs to be equalized not only
among tax bases in each local jurisdiction� but also among regions� The explicit form of
equalization grants to achieve this objective is also presented� In their model� however�
immobility of households and capital is assumed as well as perfect cooperation among
governments� When the MCPF is underestimated by local authorities� they may raise
local tax rates beyond the second best levels without binding agreement� To correct the
tax externality� a policy instrument is needed which is analogous to Pigovian tax� Dahlby
������ recommends the introduction of matching grants to internalize the tax externality�
the matching grants should be imposed on the local tax rate� or tax revenue� As long as
the externality exerts a negative impact on the tax revenues of other governments� the rate
of the grants re�ecting the marginal external cost should be negative� His idea gives a rise
to the following question� how should the lump�sum and matching grants be combined�
The case of mobile households is considered by Boadway and Keen ������� They rise a
quite important question� what is an optimal level of �scal gap between local and central
governments� They examine an economy consisting of homogeneous regions in which a
labor income tax is co�occupied by local and central governments� They conclude that the
existence of the tax externality makes the optimal �scal gap negative in a fairly standard
circumstance� However� their model is restrictive in the sense that they pay attention only
on the symmetric equilibrium� and only a lump�sum transfer is available for the central
government�

This paper examines the second best policy at the federal level in the presence of
heterogeneous regions and imperfect individual mobility� As cited above� so far� most
authors have proceeded under the assumption of either immobility of households or�and
homogeneous regions� This is due to the apparent complexity of analysis when relaxing
these assumptions� readers familiar with the �scal externality literature will recognize how
complicated it is to treat asymmetric equilibrium with individual mobility even without
distortionary taxes� We extend the analysis of Boadway and Keen ������ and Dahlby and
Wilson ������� As a notion of imperfect mobility� we employ the home�attachment model
of Mansoorian and Myers ������� by changing the degree of home�attachment� we can treat
immobility and perfect mobility as polar cases� The basic framework of our model is fairly
standard� The economy consists of two regions and there are two levels of governments
�local and federal governments�� Individuals are homogeneous in all respects but the degree

� The MCPF is de�ned by the ratio of the change in household�s welfare �measured by the
marginal utility of income� to the change in the tax revenue due to an additional increase in
the tax payment� The well�known formula is MCPF � ������� where � is an uncompensated
elasticity of a taxed good with respect to tax rate� If distribution is an issue� as we will see
below� this formula needs to be modi�ed� In the present paper� we use the term 	MCPF
 to
designate the formula ����� �� or its generalization to include welfare weights�
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of home�attachment� As in Boadway and Keen ������� we suppose that a labor tax is shared
by the two governments in each region� In terms of game theory� we describe the central
government as a �rst mover and the local governments as followers� The local government
provides a single local public good �nanced by local tax revenue and the transfer from
the central government� The central government designs the inter�regional transfer and
federal tax schemes in addition to providing a national public good� The transfer scheme
can involve both lump�sum and matching grants� The issue of the tax externalities is
closely related to how the local governments act in a non�cooperative setting� We follow
Boadway and Keen ������ and Dahlby ������ ����� in assuming partially myopic behavior
at the local level in the following sense� the local authority does not incorporate budget
constraints of other governments in its optimization� implying that the e�ects of migration
induced by the regional policies are not fully captured at the local level� Note that any
migration induced by one local government�s policy can alter the size of tax bases of other
governments including the federal one� and it can lead to changes in public expenditures
and in the welfare of the residents in both regions� which may lead to further migration��

Of course� in equilibrium all budgets must be in balance�

We begin by characterizing the second best outcome in the economy� We shall see
that in the presence of perfect or imperfect mobility of households� the heterogeneity of the
regions casts a new light on its characteristics� Despite the recommendation of Dahlby and
Wilson������� the second best does not generally require the equalization of the MCPF in
familiar fashion between regions� In a decentralized system �non�cooperative setting�� we
will examine the federal policy needed to replicate the second best allocation� A matching
grants scheme as a function of the local tax rate or tax revenue should be employed to
internalize the tax externalities arising due to the misperception of the social MCPFs by
the local authorities� A lump�sum transfer is also needed to equate the shadow prices
of raising public funds among the governments to ensure the second best national public
good and population allocation� Furthermore� it will be shown that the optimal �scal
gap is indeterminate� a consequence of the fact that federal tax policy is redundant as an
instrument for the purpose of achieving the second best� This result is sharply in contrast
with Boadway and Keen ������ in which only the lump�sum transfer along with the federal
taxation is considered�

This paper is organized as follows� Section � provides a basic framework of our model�
The characterization of second best allocation is attempted in section �� Federal policy to
implement the second best outcome is discussed in section �� Section � concludes�

� There is another formulation of local authority�s behavior� Boadway ������ Myers �������
Wellisch ������ suppose that each local jurisdiction takes into account regional resource con�
straints in other jurisdictions� In the economy in the presence of distortionary taxation� this
assumption can be restated that each local government incorporates the revenue constraints
of other governments� The author also considered this alternative case� The results of this
case are available upon request from the author�
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�� The basic structure of the model

We consider a federation consisting of two regions denoted by k �A� B� The national
population is normalized to unity� Following Mansoorian and Myers ������� we introduce
imperfect mobility by supposing heterogeneous preferences with respect to home attach�
ment� The type of households is denoted by n and is assumed to be distributed uniformly
on ��� �� in the economy� We write the utility function of type n�household by�

U�xA� hA� � b�gA� �B�G� � a�� � n�

if the household resides in region A�

U�xB � hB� � b�gB� �B�G� � an

if he resides in region B� where xk is a private good� hk is labor supplied� gk denotes a
local public good and G is a national public good� Preferences are strictly concave� strictly
increasing in xk� gk and G� and strictly decreasing in hk� The bene�t of the local public
good does not spill over across regions� while those of the national public good accrues to all
households irrespective of where they reside� The assumption of separability in the utility
function implies that gk and G do not a�ect the leisure�consumption decision making of
individuals� Moreover� individual residential choice will turn out to be independent of the
national public good� �a� designates the degree of home attachment� The di�erence in
the degree of home�attachment in�uences only inter�regional migration� but not individual
decision making in each region� Without loss of generality� we suppose that initially the
households with n � ��� �resp� � ���� reside in region A �resp� B�� For a � �� there will
be prefect mobility as is familiar in the literature� Complete immobility can be described
as another extreme case �a ����

The decision making of the individuals can be divided into two stages� choice of labor
supply in each region and locational choice� The latter is done by comparing the maximized
utilities for given local and federal policies� taking as given the size of population in each
region� The local government chooses the local tax rate and the amount of a local public
good subject to regional budget balance� and taking into account individual migration�
The budget balance of other governments is� however� ignored� from a regional viewpoint�
the public policies of other governments including the tax rate and the public expenditures
are taken as given� Followingmost of the literature� we assume that the central government
is a �rst mover and thus incorporates the e�ects of its decision making on the Nash
equilibrium� In other words� we can consider the central government as a Stackelberg
leader in this game� Both federal tax and intergovernmental grants� including a matching
component� are available for the federal government� They will be used to manipulate the
regional governments� decisions and individual migration in order to enhance e
ciency� A
key to understanding one of our main arguments� indeterminacy of optimal �scal gap� lies
in the di�erence between the number of federal instruments and the number of economic
variables which the federal authority attempts to manipulate� It will be seen that the
former exceeds the latter� which implies that one instrument is presumably redundant�
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Household�s optimization

Each household�s utility maximization in region k ��A� B� is expressed by�

max
xk�hk

U�xk � hk� � b�gk� �B�G� subject to xk � �wk � �k�hk

where wk is the wage rate and �k is the per unit tax on labor� The latter includes both
the federal tax� T and the local tax� tk� so �k � tk � T � Following Boadway and Keen
������� we assume that rent income does not accrue to the households� In the present
paper� the federal tax rate is assumed to be uniform across regions�� The assumption of
the per unit tax system is just for simplicity� The essence does not change even if we
replace the per unit tax system by the ad valorem tax �wage income tax�� Solving the
above optimization yields labor supply function� h�wk � �k�� Throughout this paper� we
assume h��wk � �k� � � for all wk � �k� The assumption can be justi�ed when the income
e�ect is not so signi�cant relative to the substitution e�ect�

The production side of the economy is simple� Output� which can be used for private
consumption� local and national public good provision on one to one basis� is produced
by both labor and a �xed factor �land�� The technology is represented by an increasing
and strictly concave production function� fk�nkhk�� where nk is the population in the
region� Our analysis includes the case that both regions are heterogeneous with respect
to technology or �xed factor supply� The wage is equated to the marginal productivity of
labor so in equilibrium� we have�

wk � f �k�nkh�wk � �k��� ���

Solving ��� for wk yields a regional market clearing wage as a function of nk and �k� We
denote it by wk��k� nk��

Rent is de�ned as a residual� or

rk��k� nk� � f�nkh�w��k� nk�� �k�� � w��k� nk�nkh�w��k� nk� � �k�� ���

We assume that all the rent accrues to the public sector and denote the proportion of
the rent accruing to the federal government and the local government by � and � � ��
respectively� This assumption implies either public ownership of the �xed factor or ���
percent tax on the rent income� In the latter case� � is the federal tax rate on the rent
income� Throughout this paper� � is assumed to be �xed�

� This uniformity seems to re�ect a realistic restriction on the national tax policy� generally
the central government is not allowed to treat individuals di�erently based on their residence�
Of course� by allowing the local tax payment to be deducted from the federal tax base� it
is possible to di�erentiate individual treatment in the federal tax system to some extent
although such a deduction generally cannot be equivalent to regionally di�erentiated federal
tax�
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We write maximized utility �excluding the part of home�attachment� as vk��k� nk�
�b�gk� �B�G�� The indirect function has the following properties�

dvk
d�k

� �
�khk
Dk

� � ���

dvk
dnk

�
�kf

��

k h
�

k

Dk

� � ���

where �k is the marginal utility of income� hk � h�wk � �k� and Dk � �� nkf
��

k h
�

k � ��

Next we turn to locational choice� Households di�er in their attachment to a region so
migration equilibrium for given policy instruments can be characterized by the marginal
household who is just indi�erent between the two regions� The type of the marginal
household is equivalently the population of region A due to the assumption of the uniform
distribution of the types�

vA��A� nA� � b�gA� �B�G� � a�� � nA� � vB��B� �� nA� � b�gB� �B�G� � anA� ���

Households with n � nA locate in region A and those with n � nA reside in region B��

Optimization by local governments

Local governments provide the local public good� gk and �nance it by the labor tax and
the transfer they receive in lump�sum and matching forms from the federal government�
The local revenue constraint for region k is thus�

gk � Rk�tk� T� nk�mk� Sk� � tknkh�w��k� nk� � �k� � ��� ��rk��k� nk� �mktk � Sk ���

where mk is the matching grant on the local tax rate� Sk is the lump�sum transfer� We
assume that both mk and Sk can be of either sign	 mk � � implies that the federal
government taxes the local tax rate� while Sk � � designates the lump�sum tax on the
local government��

Following Burbidge and Myers �����b� and Wellich ������� we employ the residents�
utility excluding home�attachment� v��k� nk� � b�gk� �B�G� �k�A� B� as the regional ob�
jective� This may correspond to the median voter objective �Mansoorian and Myers �������

� For simplicity� we assume that migration equilibrium is always interior and unique although it
is well�known that there can be multiple equilibria �Atkinson and Stiglitz �������� Including
such a multiplicity or possibility of a corner solution would substantially complicate our
analysis�

� The matching grants correspond to the revenue grants examined by Dahlby ������� Precisely�
the latter is the grant related to the local tax revenue� Rk� rather than the local tax rate� tk�
Both tax rate and revenue matching grants are equivalent� however� we prefer the present
formulation because it makes our analysis more tractable�
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Wellisch ��������� Each voter locating in one region will prefer a regional policy which
maximizes his own utility� Since all voters are identical except for locational preferences�
and the latter is a parameter� the maximization of each voter�s utility is equivalent to
maximizing v��k� nk� � b�gk� � B�G�� Therefore� there will be unanimous agreement for
the choice of tk and gk�

Local decision making incorporates the migration function� which can be obtained by
solving ��� with respect to nA and substituting ���� For future reference� we present its
derivatives with respect to tk� Sk and T �

�nk
�tk

� �
�

D

�
�vk
��k

� b�k
�Rk

�tk

�
��

�nk
�Sk

� �
�

D
b�k ���

�nA
�T

� �
�

D

��
�vA
��A

� b�A
�RA

�T

�
�

�
�vB
��B

� b�B
�RB

�T

��
���

where nB � �� nA and

D �
X

k�A�B

�
�vk
�nk

� b�k
�Rk

�nk

�
� �a� ����

Stability requiresD � ��� When this condition is ensured� we can verify that �nk��Sk � �
while �nA��T is ambiguous� The sign of the �rst equation is also ambiguous� while
the direct impact of higher tax rate decreases the resident�s welfare� the expansion of gk
following an increase in the tax revenue improves it�

Although most of the existing works in the literature include the migration function
explicitly in the local optimization �Boadway ������� Myers �������� we �nd it more conve�
nient to use nA as a regional control variable by including ��� in the regional optimization
as a constraint� With respect to interaction between local authorities� we assume compe�
tition of Nash�Cournot type� As cited above� we assume that the local governments take
as given both public expenditure and tax rate of other governments

For the local government k �� A� B� � tk and gk should be chosen to maximize per
capita utility� v��k� nk� � b�gk� �B�G� subject to its own local budget constraints ��� and
the migration constraint ���� The control variables are tk� gk� nA� Note� however� that nA
is arti�cial� Formally� the local optimization is expressed by�

� An alternative objective may be the total utility of residents� However� as cited by Mansoo�
rian and Myers ������� this formulation implies that each local authority has a preference
for the population size� which may lead to ine�ciency in the population allocation�

� In a �scal federal model� it is well�known that the stability issue is closely related to the sign
of aggregate tax rate� �k � We examine this problem in section ��





max
tk�gk�nk

Lk � v��k� nk� � b�gk� �B�G� � 	kfv��k� nk� � b�gk� � a�� � �nk�

�v��j � nj�� b�gj �g� 
kkfRk�tk� T� nk�mk� Sk�� gkg ����

where k� j �A� B� k �� j and nB � ��nA� The multiplier associated with ���� 
kk � represents
a regional shadow price of raising marginal tax revenue� which will not be coincident with
the social value� For given federal policies� � � fT� Sk�mk�k � A�B�g and G� the Nash
equilibrium requires the decisions of the local governments to be consistent each other
in the following sense� �i� tj and gj taken as given by another local authority k ��� j�
should be chosen by j� �ii� the value of the overlapped control variable� nA should be the
same between the regions� Throughout this paper� uniqueness of Nash equilibrium for
each federal policy is supposed� Due to the separability of the utility function� however�
G does not a�ect the structure of the Nash equilibrium� We can de�ne the values in the
equilibrium as functions of �� say� tk��� �k�A� B�� As for the local public good� we can
write gk��� � Rk�tk���� T� nk����mk � Sk�� The federal policy exerts direct and indirect
impacts on the local public expenditure� the latter is done through the change in the local
tax rate and the induced migration� We can also write the welfare level in region k in
the resulting Nash equilibrium by Vk���G� tj ���� gj ���� �k� j � A�B� j �� k�� Recall that
the policy parameters of the other local government are taken as given and the changes
in these parameters led by changes in � can a�ect the region k�s welfare� This is why we
include tj��� and gj���� The properties of this function will be fully examined in section
��

Central government

Following Burbidge and Myers �����b� and Wellisch ������� the objective of the central
government is assumed to be given by the weighted average of regional welfare ��

�fv��A� nA� � b�gA� �B�G�g � �� � ��fv��B � nB� � b�gB� �B�G�g� � � ��� �� ����

As suggested by Mansoorian and Myers ������ and Wellisch ������� in the presence of
home�attachment �a � ��� we can trace the second best frontier of regional utilities by
changing the welfare weight� �� Below� we discuss the general characterization of the
second best allocation� However� it should be kept in mind that the second best policy
that the federal government attempts to implement relies on the value of �� The task of the

� The social welfare function may be de�ned by�

Z nA

	

�nfv��A� nA��b�gA��B�G��a���n�gdn�

Z
�

nA

�nfv��B � nB��b�gB��B�G��angdn

where
R
�

	
�ndn � � �Mansoorian and Myers �������� Using the migration constraint� ����

however� we can reduce this to ����
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federal government is to design federal policy so as to maximize the social welfare subject
to the budget constraint�

G � RF �tA� tB� nA� T� SA� SB�mA�mB�

� T
X

k�A�B

nkh�w��k� nk�� �k� � �
X

k�A�B

rk��k� nk� �
X

k�A�B

mktk �
X

k�A�B

Sk ����

along with the dependency of Nash equilibrium on � and G� Or formally�

max
��G

�VA���G� tB ���� gB���� � ��� ��VB���G� tA���� gA����

�
F fRF �tA���� tB ���� nA���� �� �Gg� ����

As mentioned above� the federal instruments are used to manipulate the incentives of the
local authorities and internalize externalities such as tax externalities arising in the federal
system�

�� The second best allocation

In this section� we characterize the second best allocation in a �scal federal system� A
similar exercise has been undertaken by Dahlby and Wilson ������ and Boadway and
Keen ������ in the context of their simpli�ed models� In the former� the well�known
Ramsey tax rule can be applied� given the immobility of households� from a e
ciency
view point� the conventional MCPF should be equalized not only among tax bases in
each region� but also between regions and between local and federal governments� A
similar conclusion is obtained by Boadway and Keen ������ with perfect mobility under
the restriction of a symmetric equilibrium� We will see� however� that when there is �perfect
or imperfect� inter�regional movement and regions are not homogeneous� the equalization
of the �standard� formula of MCPFs across regions does not necessarily hold�


At the outset� we should make a careful distinction between the �conventional� MCPF
and the �economic� one� Let  be the uncompensated elasticity of the taxed good �labor
in this model� with respect to tax rate� The conventional MCPF is given by ���� � ��
This form represents the value of the multiplier associated with the government�s revenue
constraint in an economy without mobility �Atkinson and Stiglitz �������� This multiplier
should be regarded as economic or true MCPF� Our argument is that� although we can
still expect the equalization of the values of the multipliers associated with local budget
constraints in the second best� it does not imply the equalization of conventional MCPFs
across regions� Henceforth we refer to the multipliers as shadow prices to avoid possible
confusion� But it should be born in mind that the multipliers �shadow prices� should be
the marginal cost of public fund from an economics viewpoint� We use the term �MCPF�
to express ����� � because this terminology is widely used� It should also be noted that


 For the derivation of conventional form of MCPF and its general properties� see Usher ������
and Wildasin �������
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throughout this section� �MCPF� is de�ned in the social sense as re�ecting all relevant
costs associated with an increase in the labor tax rate�

The necessary conditions for the second best resource and population allocations are
derived by maximizing the social welfare function ���� subject to the migration constraint
��� and the uni�ed revenue constraint�

gA � gB �G �
X

k�A�B

f�knkh�w��k� nk� � �k� � rk��k� nk�g� ����

The control variables here are �k� gk �k�A� B�� nA and G� Formally� the second best
optimization problem is expressed by �

max
�A��B�gA�gB�nA�G

�fv��A� nA� � b�gA� �B�G�g � ��� ��fv��B� nB� � b�gB� �B�G�g

�	fv��A� nA� � b�gA� � a��� �nA� � v��B� nB� � b�gB�g

�


� X
k�A�B

f�knkh�w��k� nk� � �k� � rk��k� nk�g �
X

k�A�B

gk �G

�
�

We can establish the following �rst order conditions�

��� � 	��AhA � 
nA�hA � �Ah
�

A� � � ��A� ����

���� � � 	��BhB � 
nB�hB � �Bh
�

B� � � ��B� ���

�� � 	�b�A � 
 � � �gA� ����

��� � � 	�b�B � 
 � � �gB� ����

�� � 	�B� � �� � � � 	�B� � 
 � � �G� ����

�

DA

ff ��Ah
�

A��A�� � 	�� 
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nB� � 
�BhBg

� �a	 �nA�� ����

The variables shown in parentheses are the instruments being optimized� Combining ����
and ��� with ���� and ����� respectively� yields the necessary conditions for the second
best provision of the local public goods�
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� k � A�B� ����

This is a well known modi�ed Samuelson condition where �� � �kh
�

k�hk�
���k � A�B� is

the �conventional� MCPF� Equation ���� requires that the provision of the local public
good should be made so as to equate the marginal gain with the MCPF� which includes
the marginal excess burden in addition to the resource cost� Solving ���� for � � 	 and

��



��� for �� � � 	� respectively and inserting them into ���� gives the modi�ed Samuelson
condition for the national public good�
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In the above� the marginal gain from G in each region is weighted by reciprocal of the
MCPF in each region� Only if the MCPFs are equalized across regions� will ���� reduce
to a standard form of the Samuelson condition for the second best economy as in �����
Substituting ���� and ��� into ���� andmaking somemanipulations establish the necessary
condition for the second best population allocation�

�AhA � �BhB � �a

�
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�
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hA

�
�
�nB
�B
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�Bh
�

B
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���� is analogous to the necessary condition in the economy with non�distortionary taxes�
as derived by Wellish ������� Using the individual budgets constraint� we can write �khk �
wkhk � xk� which is the net social product �Boadway and Flatters �������� Thus the left
hand side of ���� represents the di�erence in the net social product between the two regions�
When mobility is perfect so a � �� ���� reduces to�

�AhA � �BhB �����

The residence�based tax payment is the same in both regions� which characterize the
e
ciency of population allocation in the �rst best economy� note that ����� also provide
the formula for inter�regional transfers �equalization payments� �See Boadway and Flatters
���������	 The next proposition summarizes the above discussion�

Proposition �� The second best in the economy is characterized by Eq� ���� � �����

An alternative way of deriving the second best is to assume full policy coordination
among the governments� As examined by Dahlby and Wilson ������� when policy coor�
dination is possible� the optimization is characterized by the maximization of the social
welfare function subject to the set of revenue constraints��� The lump�sum grants should

�	 The sign of the second best tax rate cannot be seen only from ��� or ����� For �k � �
to result� the net social product must be positive� which implies that the economy is under�
populated� Therefore� the second best is compatible with a positive tax rate only in the
economy as such� Whether or not the economy is under�populated is closely related to the
stability issue and we will turn to it in section ��

�� According to this alternative formulation� the Lagrange function can be written as�

L � �fv��A� nA��b�gA��B�G�g���� ��fv��B� nB�� b�gB��B�G�g��fv��A� nA��b�gA�

�a��� nA�� v��B � nB�� b�gB�g�
X

k�A�B

�kfRk�tk� T� nk�mk� Sk�� gkg

��



be included in the instruments being optimized� Since all externalities are incorporated�
tax matching grants are not required� Let 
k be the multiplier associated with local bud�
get constraint ��� and let 
F be the one for federal constraint ����� From this alternative
approach� we get an additional condition�


A � 
B � 
F � ����

Corollary � to Proposition �� In the second best� the shadow prices of taxation
are equalized among governments�

Equation ���� is imbedded in the integrated form of revenue constraint ����� note that the
equalization of the shadow prices implies the uni�cation of the budget constraints�

Let us turn to the issue of relevancy of conventional MCPFs� In the case of immobility�
we can verify that the argument of Dahlby and Wilson ������ favoring the equalization of
MCPFs holds� Immobility implies 	 � �� Solving ���� and ��� for 
�
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where ��A�nA and �� � ���B�nB represent distributional concerns��� Thus the last two
terms may be called the MCPF with ditstibutional weights� which is a generalized form
of the conventional MCPF� If only e
ciency is considered� these weights should be equal
and then ���� reduces to the familiar formula�
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�Ah
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Thus we can establish�

Corollary � to Proposition � 	Dahlby andWilson 	���
��� If labor is immobile�
the second best requires the MCPFs with distributional weights to be equated across
regions� Moreover� if distributional issue is not a concern� the condition reduces to
the equalization of the conventional MCPFs�

In accordance with this corollary� the interregional transfers needed to realize the second
best should be made from the region which would otherwise enjoy lower MCPF to the
one with higher MCPF initially� It is worth noting that ���� or ����� is sharply contrast

��F fRF �tA� tB � nA� T� SA� SB �mA�mB��Gg

Optimizing with respect to SA and SB establishes ���� and the last three terms of the
Lagrangian can reduce to ���� with the multiplier� � � �F �

�� In Dahlby and Wilson ������� the identical size of regions �measured by population� is im�
plicitly assumed� However� in the more general case allowing for di�erences in the size of
regions� a scale adjustment is needed since the social welfare weight in our de�nition does
not re�ect the size of population in each region�

��



to ������ the latter implies that the interregional transfer should equate per capita tax
payments across regions� These two can be consistent with each other in the case of
symmetric regions as supposed in Boadway and Keen ������� Otherwise� it is ����� and
therefore� the equalization of per capita tax payments that should be the criterion of the
interregional transfers in the presence of perfect mobility� In more general circumstances
involving imperfect mobility and heterogeneous regions� using ���� and ���� the di�erence
in the MCPFs with distributional weights can be represented by�
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The right hand side cannot vanish unless 	 � �� which is not a general property in the
presence of mobility� Equation ��� indicates that the equalization of the MCPFs with
distributional weights is not an appropriate criterion of equalization payments when inter�
regional mobility is present� Rather� the equalization formula should follow ����� which
implies on the second best frontier�

��a
nB
�B

�
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h�B
hB

�
� �AhA � �BhB � �a

nA
�A

�
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Therefore� the inter�regional resource transfer should be made so that the di�erence in the
per�capita tax payment across regions is bounded by reciprocal of the conventional MCPFs
weighted by �ank��k �k � A�B����

Our conclusion does not� however� eliminate all use of the conventional form of the
MCPF with or without distributional weights� It is still valid for evaluating the marginal
cost of expanding the local public expenditure� we still have the familiar form of the mod�
i�ed Samuelson condition for local public goods� This is not unusual in the literature�
The presence of inter�regional mobility does not change the criterion for e
cient intra�
regional resource allocation� in the �rst best world� the Samuelson condition holds for a
local public good even when there is free mobility �Boadway ������� Boadway and Flat�
ters �������� However� mobility imposes the additional condition for e
cient population
allocation among regions and the inter�regional resource allocation must be designed to
ensure this� the equalization of the MCPFs is not compatible with this purpose�


� Second best policy in a �scal federal system

The second best allocation achieves the maximum social welfare given that only distortional
taxation is available� The question is� can this be achieved in a decentralized framework�
In the present model� it turns out that the central government can replicate the second
best� To establish this argument� we begin with examining the characteristics of the Nash
equilibrium for a given federal policy� Then we present the second best federal policy which
involves both tax policy and an intergovernmental transfer program�

�� Of course� the precise value of the di�erence should be dependent on ��

��



For a given � and G� solving the local government problem ���� for region k with
respect to the regional policy instruments yields�

�khk�� � 	k� � nkhk

k
k
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h�k
hk

�
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kkfnkh

�

kT � n�khkh
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kfk�� �Dkmkg �tk� ����

b�k�� � 	k�� 
kk � � �gk� ����

hk
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�

kk tk � f ��k hkf�� � 	k��k � �� � ��
kknkg

�
� �a	k � �

hj
Dj

f ��j hj	k�j �nk� ����

where j �� k� The variables being optimized are shown in parentheses� Recall that nA is
an arti�cial instrument	 therefore ���� explains how population should be allocated from
a regional view point� Inserting ���� into ���� establishes the �rst order condition for an
optimal provision of gk from a regional viewpoint�
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hk
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k�T � nkhkf
��

k �� �Dkmk

nkhk

�
� �� k � A�B� ����

The bracket term in the LHS corresponds to the reciprocal of the regional MCPF� The
di�erence between the regional and social MCPFs in conventional form is represented by
the second term in the bracket which can be rewritten as�

nkh
�

k�T � nkhkf
��

k �� �Dkmk � Dk

�
�
�RF

�tk

�
� k � A�B� ����

In terms of Dahlby ����� � ������ �RF ��tk represents a tax externality that the local
government imposes on the federal budget� Whenmk � �� �RF ��tk � � from ���� and thus
as argued by Dahlby ������ and Boadway and Keen ������� the MCPF is underestimated
by the local government�

Note that ���� can be restated as�

�vk
��k

� b�k
�Rk

�tk
� �� �����

From ��� this implies �nk��tk � �� in the regional optimum� a marginal increase in
tk has no impact on the migration� This property simpli�es our analysis in this section
substantially� For a given federal policy f��Gg� the Nash equilibrium can be obtained by
solving the system of the equation involving ���� � ���� with the migration constraint ���
and the revenue constraints of the local governments ��� for tk� gk� nA� 	k� 
kk � This system
consists of � equations for the same number variables so we expect the system can be
solved� As cited in section �� the values in the equilibrium can be expressed as functions
of ��

Before turning to the optimal federal policy� we analyze the welfare e�ects of the lump�
sum transfers� Sk� Higher Sk in�uences gk � Rk�tk���� T� nk����mk� Sk� in two di�erent

��



ways� First� it increases the regional revenue Rk on one to one basis� Second� it leads to
the changes in tk and nk�
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dSk

� � �
�Rk

�tk

dtk
dSk

�
�Rk

�nk

dnk
dSk

� k � A�B� ����

Note that dnB�dSB � �dnA�dSB� By ������ dnk�dSk involves only a direct e�ect on
migration� dnk�dSk � �nk��Sk� Local expenditure is also in�uenced by the lump�sum
transfer to another region�
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����

where dnk�dSj � �nk��Sj and j �� k� We can describe the e�ects of other federal
instruments on gk in a similar fashion� Now� using the above results and the envelope
theorem� we can show how the regional welfare is altered by Sk�
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In the �nal equalities of ���� and ���� we make use of ������ They imply that an increase
in Sk �k�A� B� is followed by expansion of local expenditures of the recipient and a
reallocation of the population� which in turn leads to a change in welfare in both regions�

We now turn to the federal policy needed to replicate the second best outcome�
Denote the values in the second best by asterisks� �� To replicate the second best�
� � fT� SA� SB�mA�mBg and G are required to satisfy the following relations�

��k � tk��� � T� g�k � gk��� � Rk�tk���� T� nk����mk � Sk� �k � A�B�

and
G� � RF �tA���� tB���� nA���� ���

Note that migration equilibrium is ensured for each federal policy and once �k � ��k �
gk � g�k and G � G� hold� nA is also its second best value� Equivalently �and more
clearly�� ��G should give a system of equations consisting of ����� ����� ���� and ���� with
the Nash equilibrium values of the local policy instruments� say� tk � tk���� The system of
equations for � should be solvable and� as a matter of fact� one federal instrument seems
to be redundant� there are six federal instruments variables for �ve equations� In the rest
of this section� we show that this conjecture is correct�

It is obvious that the matching grants should be used to internalize the tax externality
�Dahlby �������� In other words� mk should be set so as to cause �RF ��tk to vanish in
����� Therefore� we can establish�
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With ����� ���� becomes coincident with the second best condition for gk� ����� The value
of mk depends on T as well as �� At least� however� it should be negative� This is because
the tax externality has a negative impact on the federal budget constraint�

The corresponding formula is obtained when we replace the above matching grants by
the revenue matching grants �Dahlby �������� Let qk be the grant on the local tax revenue
Rk�k � A�B�� For mk and qk to be equivalent� the following relation should hold�
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hk
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�
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The right hand side represents the amount of the change in the matching grant payment
following the change in the local tax rate� Equating ���� with ���� yields the second best
formula for qk�
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Let us now turn to the optimal formula for lump�sum grants� By solving the federal
optimization using the fact that �RF ��tk � � under ����� the necessary condition for
optimal level of Sk �k�A� B� can be obtained from�
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An additional increase in gk is worth 
kk from a region k�s stand�point� while region j
��� k� put the value of �	jg�k on it� Thus� the �rst two terms in ���� represent the social
evaluation of the marginal increment in gk due to one dollar transfer to region k� The
transfer followed by the increase in gk also induces interregional migration� which alters
the size of the tax base of all governments and� therefore� public expenditures� Such an
induced migration exerts a �rst�order e�ect on social welfare as summarized by H� To
summarize� the middle and the right�hand sides of ���� represent the social �aggregate�
net gain from exogenous revenue increase in region k ��A� B�� We can say that they are
the shadow prices of the local tax revenues� 
F is the shadow price of the federal tax
revenue and therefore� we have the analogous expression to �����

By Eq����� and ����� we can see that both the provision of the national public good and
the population allocation are in the second best� From ����� 
AA � ���	A�b�A� Substituting
it into ���� gives�
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In the last equality� we use the fact that gA satis�es ����� Similarly�
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By adding up ���� and ����� we �nd�
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It is straightforward to see that B��G� � 
F � Moreover� from dnk�dSk � �nk��Sk �k�A�
B� and ���� the bracket in the RHS vanishes� Thus the modi�ed Samuelson condition for
G� ����� can be obtained�

To show that ����� the second best condition for the population allocation� is satis�ed�
we multiplying ���� for region A� B by � and �� �� respectively and add them up� Then
by substituting ���� and ���� and rearranging� we obtain�
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It can be shown that when ���� holds� D� the denominator of �nk��Sk� can be written as�
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Using the above� the RHS of ���� reduces to
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From ���� and ����� we can establish�
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The �nal bracket term can reduce to H�D� Therefore� inserting ��� back to ���� estab�
lishes �����

To conclude� the second best can be attainable by matching grants scheme� ����� and
lump�sum grants satisfying ����� The following proposition summarizes the above results�

Proposition �� The federal government can replicate the second best by choosing the
federal policy so as to ful�ll �	
� and �����

We can de�ne the second best transfer scheme involving both lump�sum and matching
components as�

�Sk � Sk �mktk or �Sk � Sk � qkRk� k � A�B

�



where mk and Sk �k � A�B� are the optimized values� qk is the revenue matching grants
and is related to the second best value of mk by �����

In the present context� the matching and the lump�sum grants do di�erent jobs� The
former internalizes the tax externalities� which arise from the tax base sharing� while the
latter uni�es the revenue constraints of all governments by equalizing their shadow prices�
This uni�cation has a few economic implications� First� the lump�sum transfer serves to
realize the one point on the second�best frontier depending on the value of �� Second�
Sk should be used to minimize the excess burden associated with the leisure�consumption
decision by spreading it across the governments� budgets� Suppose that there is no mobility�
Then ���� becomes coincident with ����� as argued in the previous section� we obtain
the equalization of the conventional MCPFs with distributional weights� Although this
relation cannot be extended to the case of mobility� ���� still implies the minimization of
the excess burden under the restriction of individual mobility� Finally� the inter�regional
transfer is required to resolve the ine
ciency associated with migration� The residence�
based tax �labor tax � will distort the households� locational decision making and therefore
the population allocation� This kind of distortion should be carefully distinguished from the
one resulting from the leisure�consumption choice� In the presence context� the individuals
can avoid higher tax payments not only by decreasing the labor supply� but also by moving
to the other region� which provides a lower tax rate� Sk works to remove the latter incentive�

It may be worth noting the di�erence between the formula of the grants derived
in the present paper and the one of equalization in Canada� The latter also includes a
matching component� but it is based on local tax bases� rather than local tax revenues or
tax rates� Such a di�erence will have a substantial implication for the tax externality issue�
Smart ������ argues that under the Canadian equalization formula� the regional MCPF
is reduced further since the shrink of the regional tax base due to an increase in local tax
rate is e�ectively compensated by equalization payments� An extreme is the case that
the regionally perceived MCPF become unity� this will be true for equalization receiving
provinces whose tax rate is the same as the national average� It is straightforward from the
above discussion that matching grants must be imposed on local tax revenue or tax rates
in order to resolve the tax externalities� Insofar as the equalization payment is dependent
on the tax base� it makes the situation worse�

What is about the federal tax� The above proposition holds for any value of T once
the matching and lump�sum grants are optimized� This leads to the conclusion that the
federal tax is irrelevant for achieving the second best� In fact� using the envelope theorem
and ����� we can establish the following�
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Substituting ��� and ��� above� we can show dSW�dT � �� that is� the increase in T has
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no impact on the social welfare��� This result is closely related to the issue of optimal �scal
gap examined by Boadway and Keen ������� In the present context� the �scal gap can be
de�ned by the di�erence between the federal tax revenue minus the public expenditure net
of transfers�
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where the values of the targeted second best are denoted by asterisks�  � Z is equivalent
to the total amount of the transfer from the central to the local governments and thus
Z � � �� �� designates that the �scal gap is positive �negative�� Since the federal tax is
irrelevant� the following is immediate���

Proposition �� Federal tax policy is redundant in the optimum and therefore the
optimal �scal gap is indeterminate�

The degree of decentralization of the tax system may be measured by the �scal gap� higher
Z implies a relatively centralized tax system and vice versa� The above proposition argues
that when federal governments are equipped with su
cient instruments of intergovern�
mental grants� the existence of ine
ciency in the federal system does not justify either
centralization or decentralization of tax policies� Put di�erently� it may be the lack of
instruments or other restrictions abstracted from the present model that determines the
optimal �scal gap� The conclusion of Boadway and Keen ������ in favor of negative �scal
gap comes from the fact that matching grants are not available their model���

Proposition � does not necessarily deny any signi�cance to the optimal �scal gap
issue� In the present model� we assume that the federal government can conduct the re�
gionally di�erentiated grants policy� In some circumstance� the federal government may

�� In the second best equilibrium� dnA�dT can be written as�

dnA
dT

� �
�

D

�
bA
DA

fTnAh
�

A � nAhA � ��� 	�n�AhAh
�

Af
��

Ag

�
bB
DB

fTnBh
�

B � nBhB � ��� 	�n�BhBh
�

Bf
��

Bg

�

�� Since the second best value of �k is given� the indeterminacy of T implies that so is tk � the
local tax rate� For a given ��k � an increases in T is followed by the reduction in tk by exactly
the same amount�

�� The second best formula of the federal tax rate derived by Boadway and Keen ������ is still
valid in the heterogeneous region case when the regionally di�erentiated tax policy is allowed
at the federal level �Lin �������� Let Tk be the federal tax rate applied to region k ��A� B�
and let Tk � nkhkf

��

k 	� From ����� this corresponds to the case of mk � �� With ����� the
second best can be realized and the �scal gap is unique� It may be said that the matching
grants and the regionally di�erentiated tax policy are substitute instruments�

��



be restricted to uniform grants� That is� Sk or�and mk �k�A� B� may be limited to be
invariant across regions� which may be the case when there is asymmetric information
about local characteristics such as preference for the public good between the central and
local governments� as is familiar from the optimal income taxation literature� the imper�
fectness of information makes it infeasible to conduct di�erentiated policy for di�erent
agents �Stiglitz �������� This kind of restriction decreases the number of federal instru�
ments available� which can prevent the federal government from replicating the second best
or�and make the coordination between the inter�regional transfer and federal tax policies
essential� If so� uniqueness of the optimal �scal gap may result���

It should be also mentioned that the irrelevancy of federal tax policy partly relies
on the following� if necessary� the federal government can make use of negative lump�sum
grants for raising the revenue� The negative value of Sk does not cause an additional distor�
tion in the process of transferring the resource from the local to the central governments�
In other words� the federal government has an option to tax on the local governments
instead of the households� If Sk or �Sk is limited to be non�negative� T must be su
ciently
high to �nance the grants payment� which will impose a lower�bound for the optimal �scal
gap�

Before closing this section� we should make a comment on the stability issue of the
second best equilibrium in the presence of migration� As discussed by Stiglitz ����
and Boadway and Flatters ������� the stability of e
cient equilibrium is not necessarily
ensured in �scal federal models� The well�known requirement for the stability in the
economy without distortionary taxation is that the economy as a whole be over�populated
in that the equilibrium size of each region gives a negative value for the net social product�
This condition may seem not to be compatible with a positive labor tax rate in the second
best� which is the most interesting case� for the second best tax rates to be positive�
the net social product must be positive� which implies under�population of the economy�
However� in the present model with two levels of governments and imperfect mobility� we
can �nd that the positive aggregate tax rates ��k � �� can result in the stable second best
equilibrium�

The dynamic system of migration may be described by the following equation�

dnA
dt

� �fvA��A� nA� � b�gA� � a�� � nA�� vB��B� �� nA� � b�gB� � anAg ����

where � � �� The RHS can be linearized around the second best values denoted by  �

RHS of Eq����� � �
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�
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�� Gilbert and Picard ������ points out that when information is perfect� under a linear �match�
ing� subsidy� any degree of decentralization can do the same job as the unitary nation� Al�
though they establish a model in a di�erent context� their argument seems to be true here�
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Stability requires that the initial population can be restored after the perturbation if ��k
and S�

k �k � A�B� are kept� as mentioned in section �� this implies that the largest
bracket term ��D� should be negative��� It is immediate that with su
cient degree of
home�attachment� a� the bracket term can be negative as a whole� as cited by Wellisch
������� the home�attachment can improve the stability issue� Or if � is su
ciently high
or�and the elasticity of labor supply is low� the second term in the smallest bracket is likely
to be negative and so is the sign of D�

Interestingly� federal tax policy can ensure the stability of the second best equilibrium�
when T is set high enough� D � � will result� This implies that if necessarily the federal
tax policy should be conducted to stabilize the targeted second best equilibrium� Although
the optimal �scal gap is not unique yet� it should be bounded below since T should satisfy�

X
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�
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��
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�
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��
� �a � T
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k�A�B
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Dk

b�k� ����

The intuition behind the above argument is as follows� As shown in ���� an increase in
nk reduces vk��k� nk� because of decrease in the wage rate� while it expands the local tax
base� Rk� The latter raises the local expenditure and therefore improves welfare of the
residents� For a given second best rate of ��k � higher T implies lower tk� This in turn leads
to lower value of �Rk��nk� that is� an additional resident does not enlarge the local tax
base so much� Thus for su
ciently high T � the former e�ect outweighs the latter at least
in one region ��vk��nk �b�k�Rk��nk � ��� which will let D � �� To summarize��


�� Alternatively� suppose gk is �xed� while tk is adjusted to balance the budget� In this case�
���� should be rewritten as�

dnA
dt
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Under ����� we have
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The alternative expression can reduce to ����� Therefore� whether tk or gk is adjusted in the
perturbation of nA does not matter for the discussion of stability�

�
 This corollary is relevant even when the taxation is not distortionary �h�k � ��� It is well
known that in such a circumstance� federal taxation is equivalent to a negative lump�sum
grant to the local authority� the federal government can achieve exactly the same allocation
by either taxing individuals or local governments� The corollary implies� however� that the
two instruments have di�erent implication with respect to stability in the economy�

��



Corollary to Proposition �� For the second best equilibrium to be stable� T should
be set so as to satisfy ���� and this gives a lower bound to the optimal �scal gap�

We can say the second best equilibrium can be stable even in the case of ��k � �� that
is� the economy is under�populated� The above corollary leads us to the conclusion that
the centralization of the tax system to some degree may be justi�ed for the purpose of
ensuring stability� rather than achieving the second best�

� Conclusion

In the present paper� we have attempted to generalize the existing works of Dalhby
and Wilson ������ and Boadway and Keen ������ by introducing imperfect mobility and
heterogeneous regions� In contrast to the familiar argument� the second best allocation
does not require the equalization of the conventional form of the MCPFs across regions in
the presence of imperfect or perfect mobility� rather� the inter�regional transfer should take
into account the e
cient allocation of the population� Regarding the implementation of
the second best allocation in a �scal federal setting� we have examined the case where local
governments ignore the budget constraints of other governments� We can characterize the
second best matching grants scheme� which internalizes the tax externalities� while lump�
sum grants should be provided so as to equalize the shadow prices of governments� revenues�
Under the behavioral assumption of the local governments considered in the present paper�
the lump�sum grants must be combined with the matching grants irrespective of the degree
of home�attachment and the value of �� The optimal �scal gap is indeterminate� in other
terms� we can establish an intergovernmental transfer scheme for any level of the federal
tax rate to achieve a given second best allocation� The indeterminacy implies that the
optimal �scal gap� if it exists� comes from restrictions extraneous to our model� We have
also shown that when stability is concerned� there is a minimum level of federal tax needed
to stabilize the second best equilibrium� which may give a rationale for centralization of
tax system to some extent even in the presence of matching grants�

The possibility of replicating the second best outcome by the federal policy and the
indeterminacy of the optimal �scal gap may be striking� But some caution must be exer�
cised� As cited above� in some circumstance� the regionally di�erentiated grants program
may be implausible� Imperfect information about some local characteristics can lead to
such a case� In addition� the establishment of an intergovernmental transfer scheme may
not be exclusive to the federal government� So far� we have assumed that the grants can be
of either sign� if necessary� the federal government can tax on the local governments� In a
federation consisting of relatively small number of provinces �like in Canada�� however� it
can be the case that the provincial governments have a signi�cant in�uence on the decision
making at the federal level� The relation between the federal and provincial governments
may be modeled more appropriately in the framework of bargaining�

Before closing this paper� we should mention a few restrictions in our framework of
analysis� First� the introduction of imperfect mobility is done in a rather restrictive form�
We have assumed the psychological cost of mobility �home attachment� introduced by
Mansoorian and Myers ������� However� there should be another way of formalizing the

��



imperfectness of mobility� One alternative will be to assume resource cost related to the
mobility as discussed by Boadway and Wildasin ������� It might be possible that the dif�
ferent formulations of the imperfect mobility bring di�erent characteristics in the second
best� Second� we are abstracted from capital mobility� which is another essential feature of
a �scal federal system� So far� there are only a few attempts to incorporate both labor and
capital mobility �Burbidge and Myers �����b�� Wellisch and Wildasin �������� Introducing
two sorts of mobility may give new insight on our analysis� Finally� in our model� the house�
holds are homogeneous except locational preference� So essentially� only e
ciency issue is
concerned� Recently� Boadway et al ������� Burbidge and Myers �����a� and Wildasin
������ examine income redistribution policy in a �scal federal system� By extending our
model to include heterogeneous agents� we may �nd di�erent formula for the second best
federal policy� These extensions and the consideration for imperfect information issue and
the bargaining process between governments remain for future research�
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